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Introduction 
Planning is going through another paradigm shift, and it is becoming increasingly
important for cities to design and implement low-carbon policies for sustainability,
resilience and liveability. As urban challenges become more complex, innovative
planning concepts and approaches emerge to promote systemic change through
multi-dimensional planning. This article reviews the current literature on sustainability
transitions and low-carbon practices to discover how to implement them in planning
regulations. The existing frameworks on transformative capacities could offer
guidance in accelerating sustainable transitions in cities, so the operationalised
Transformative Capacity Framework with its ten components is used to develop
low-carbon activities and practices in planning. 

The Transformative Approach to Planning Regulations 
For a city to become a transition city, it must undergo different changes at multiple
levels of government. In urban planning, planners and policymakers constantly
advocate for innovative policies and practices, although they face a number of
challenges from the shift towards transformative turn in planning
regulations. Transformative change can be achieved in two main ways; a) Strategic
Planning is one approach to improve the urban long-term growth and development
which can be enhanced by integrating transformative capacities thinking, b)
Participatory planning is another approach that supports transformative capacities by
improving social outcomes and collaborating with citizens.

The following practices could be incorporated into strategic planning to provide a
transformative guide:

1. Empowering communities improves communities' social well-being and quality
of life at the strategic level of planning regulations by integrating principles of
equity and accessibility for all groups of society. Urban planners and policy
makers could inspire communities by allocating the funding and support for
delivering initiative programs, providing training platforms, and sharing
knowledge. 

2. Systems awareness helps the urban regulation to recognise the path
dependencies and find solutions to any obstacles at the strategic governance
level. This involves policy makers and urban planners to enhance system
change and awareness for including low-carbon perspectives in setting and
making agendas, such as urban green mobilities, low-carbon municipalities,
and mixed-used urban environments.

3. Embedding sustainable innovations helps to frame an emerging and
well-structured strategic plan and vision to generate sustainability innovations
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when there is a need to amend or modify the existing and established
regulations. The urban planners' role here is to share the lessons learnt from
projects with the citizens that could assist the communities in learning from
other failures and successes, including the low-carbon practice-oriented
projects in affordable housing, eco-cities/villages, and co-housing.

4. Working across levels and scales creates initiatives for policy development
processes and constructs the shared values among political and
administrative levels to understand the challenges. Policy makers have a role
in outlining the capacities that could shape new connections and share values
across geographical and administrative scales to improve low-carbon
practices.

The following practices could assist in achieving transformative capacities within
participatory planning lenses:

1. Inclusive governance supports the consultation process with communities and
involves them at the grassroots level to co-create and co-design those
projects by organised collaborations. This helps the neighbourhood initiatives
self-governance of urban transitions, which respond to different groups'
needs, opinions, and demands for various projects, including co-housing,
eco-cities, and smart cities.

2. Transformative leadership focuses on the bottom-up approach, which
strengthens the citizens and the collaboration of local communities and
empowers and inspires them to shape their future visions. For example,
leaderships in green neighbourhoods and low-carbon cities link the local
movements to global solutions to improve citizens' well-being and quality of
life.

3. Empowering communities in the decision-making process is the highest level
of engagement. Sharing knowledge as part of social learning equips
communities to use their skills and experiences to share initiatives such as
food composting projects. Inclusive and active urban design could inspire
communities to address the needs in the projects, particularly in low-carbon
mobility alternatives in urban spaces when choosing the safest pathways for
cycling and walking.

4. Sustainability foresight motivates the communities by sharing the projects'
future vision and builds a cross-sector partnership among planners,
communities and stakeholders, as well as developing alternative scenarios
and preferred solutions. Co-shaping provides alternative scenarios for the
low-carbon future with communities, allowing for a higher level of
engagement, where the communities will be able to apply their decisions to
the environment.   

5. Community experimentation plays a crucial role in providing feedback on
existing practices and policies for policy makers and opens doors for
discussion of the public's non-negotiable concerns and opinions. For example,
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the experiments in sustainable mobilities and co-housing could shape new
actions across activities by sharing citizens' concerns and aspirations and
providing feedback for low-carbon practices in the cities. 

6. Social learning provides clear and relevant information about the projects for
the public and assists the community in understanding reflective and
continuous learning. Social learning could evaluate the project procedures
and make advanced initiatives for community practices when they learn from
the outcomes of other projects. This creates opportunities for future projects,
including low-carbon activities such as e-bike systems, mixed transport
models, and sustainable community gardens.  

7. Working across human agency levels supports capacities for sharing
responsibility among several groups of society. Collaboration between various
segments of society focuses on making sustainable relationships between
local governments and the general public in zero-carbon city projects to
acknowledge the public input that affects the decision-making process.    

Conclusion 
This article provides implications for low carbon urban futures which could inspire
and guide Australian planning regulations and policies toward achieving
transformative capacities. In order to build sustainable urban pathways, it is essential
to understand strategies and interventions that can be used to implement solutions
with transformative potential. In urban planning research and practice, we can
introduce transformative thinking to facilitate the design and planning of behavioural
and institutional preferences of planning regulations. To achieve a transition to
sustainable futures, (re)framing participatory and strategic planning is necessary.
Long-term goals and visions for the city can be used to position transformational
solutions at the strategic policy level. Additionally, citizens can play a role in the
design and implementation of inclusive decision-making processes.
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